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ICONS KEY
BRITISH ENGLISH
Available in British English

DIGITAL STUDENT’S BOOK
Fully interactive version of the
Student’s Book with embedded
video and audio

AMERICAN ENGLISH
Available in American English

DIGIBOOK / eBOOK
Page faithful version of the
Student’s Book

INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH
A variety of versions from
around the world

RESOURCE CENTRE
Additional downloadable content
for teachers and/or students

VIDEO
Video content

PRESENTATION KIT
Interactive presentation material
for use with projectors and/or
interactive whiteboards

CD-ROM
Additional content for
teachers and/or students

ONLINE WORKBOOK/PRACTICE
Additional practice activities
with automatic scoring

For information about Macmillan Education, visit
www.macmillaneducation.com
For information about Macmillan ELT products and
resources, visit www.macmillan.com.br
For teaching support tips, resources and articles, join the
onestopenglish community at www.onestopenglish.com

The number one
resource site for
English
language
ANÚNCIO
teachers
ONESTOPENGLISH
Onestopenglish provides teachers worldwide
with classroom resources, professional development
and teaching advice from educational experts.

Start your free trial now!
onestopenglish.com
65

Pre-Primary
For our complete range of Pre-Primary titles visit

www.mac-ed.courses/pre-primary

STARTER

Rainforest Friends
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p7
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p8

The Garden Project

p9
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p12

Hats on Top

p12

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

ANÚNCIO
RAINFOREST FRIENDS

ANÚNCIO
RAINFOREST FRIENDS

Rainforest Friends

PRE-PRIMARY

Sarah Elizabeth Sprague
Caroline Linse
Elly Schottman

NEW

SARAH ELIZABETH SPRAGUE, CAROLINE LINSE, ELLY SCHOTTMAN

STARTER

Ayo, the Toucan and Sami, the Sloth are the leading characters
in the Rainforest Friends, a joyful, engaging, versatile and
easy-to-use new book for our very young learners!
These two distinct personalities support transitions and reflect the diversity of social and
emotional needs present in each young learners’ classroom, making this nursery level
a perfect match to any pre-primary course. Sami and Ayo will support the children as
they take their first steps into English by learning some simple concepts such as colors,
counting, movements, family members, feelings and others.Rainforest Friends will
bring young learners close to home, highlighting our values, our culture and our natural
resources. Simple. Engaging. Fun!

• All pages detachable
• High-level quality illustrations
• Hands-on learning kits for each unit
• CLIL approach to animal facts
• Strong development of book awareness

Nursery Level

6

Student's Book

9786557520413

Teacher's Book

9786557520406

Big Book

9786557520420

CAROL READ

Ferris Wheel is a 3-level course designed to give teachers
all the tools they need to successfully manage groups of
energetic preschool learners. With the engaging stories that
students will instantly fall in love with, and the optimum level
of support, teaching becomes both effective and enjoyable.

L1

L3

PRE-PRIMARY

Ferris Wheel

With the unique Hop on & Hop off approach, teachers can either hop on and follow
the unit sequence as it appears in the course, or hop off to cover them in the order they
choose, aligning the English course content to any first language syllabus.
A comprehensive set of teacher tools provides maximum support and enables teachers
to confidently teach and manage big classes of active and energetic 3 to 5-year olds, fully
engaging them in the learning process.
• Written by Carol Read, the award-winning young learners expert, Ferris Wheel
guarantees sound pedagogy that works in the classroom, with simple to implement
teaching ideas that make learning fun for pupils and teachers alike.
• Engaging animated stories and videos featuring the adorable Meerkat family and real
children help to prepare young learners for primary education and promote life skills
and values such as ‘sharing’ or ‘helping others’.
• With all resources in one place, available at the touch of a button, including Tap & Teach
lessons powered by Navio, teachers can deliver clearly sequenced lessons requiring
minimum preparation.
• A series of teacher training videos with demonstrations of classroom routines and tips
equip both novice and more experienced teachers with instant skills and knowledge
about teaching very young learners.
• Games and rewards in the Student App powered by Navio provide engaging language
practice and also motivate students to learn English outside the classroom.

Discover more at:

macmillanenglish.com/ferriswheel

Student’s Book with Navio App

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

9781380026606

9781380026682

9781380026774

Activity Book

9781380018694

9781380018700

9781380018717

Teacher’s Book with Navio App

9781380026590

9781380026699

9781380026781

Flashcards

9781380026620

9781380026712

9781380026804

Mimi Puppet*

9781380027269

The Wheel Mat*

9781380018489

*Post-adoption only

Learning
powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO

Ferris Wheel comes alive in this well designed
digital environment. Navio helps teachers and
students use the full potential of the course and
additional resources, including instant Tap & Teach
lessons, presentation tools, game-based practice
and classroom rewards system.

NAVIO

NAVIO
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Learning
Powered by

NAVIO

NAVIO

PRE-PRIMARY

Discover with Dex
SANDIE MOURÃO, CLAIRE MEDWELL

Discover with Dex is an award winning, 3-level pre-primary
course teaching English through fun and discovery. Dex, the
friendly dinosaur, will become children’s best friend as he
brings magic and play into the classroom.
STARTER

L2

Discover with Dex utilises a variety of dynamic resources to help teachers create a positive
classroom environment. The Encounter, Engage and Exploit model provides a supportive
and child-centred approach, allowing learners to engage with and practise the new
language in a lively and interesting way. The songs, action videos, animated stories and
Total Physical Response (TPR) activities provide regular opportunities for children to use
the new language and help them develop their cognitive and fine-motor skills. The lovable
Dex the Dino puppet will be a useful classroom assistant and learning partner; creating
more opportunities for creativity, collaboration, critical thinking and curiosity.
• Discover with Dex won the English Speaking Union (ESU) 2016 award for Best Resources
and was nominated for ELTons British Council Excellence in Course Innovation Award in
2017.
• Young learners are immersed in English-speaking culture from day one with languagerich lessons full of real-world material developing authentic spoken English and
promoting values.
• The Pupil’s Book PLUS and the Literacy Book provide a springboard to extra
developmental opportunities with vocabulary extension, extra material and project work.
• The Teacher’s Presentation Kit and Resource Centre ensure heads-up, engaging lessons
and helps teachers reduce preparation time.
• Dex’s Magic Phonics is an innovative and easy-to-use tool developed to help teach
literacy skills from an early age.

Download free samples from Discover with Dex at:

macmillanenglish.com/discover-with-dex

Pupil’s Book Plus
Literacy Book

Level 1

Level 2

9780230494602

9780230494541

9780230494572
9780230446809

–

–

Teacher’s Book

9781786321473

9781786321459

9781786321466

Class Audio CD

9780230446991

9780230446687

9780230446847

Flashcards

9780230447035

9780230446731

9780230446892

Story cards

9780230447042

9780230446724

9780230446885

Puppet

8

Starter
(Dex the Dino)

9780230446595

Journal of Observation

The Garden Project delivers a unique bilingual experience by
giving educators the best practices to bring STEAM and PBL to
life.
.......................................................................

1

PRE-PRIMARY

The Garden Project

The Garden
Project

Bilingual education aims to provide opportunities for linguistic development along with a
presentation of the concepts of various content areas. The best way to achieve that in
pre-primary education is to combine a good language program with high-level STEAM
work that actively deals with problem-solving, learner autonomy and applying content in
real-world situations. STEAM in Pre-Primary Education is project-based learning, which
paves the way for learners to work collaboratively.
The Garden Project is the first of its kind to combine a Project-Based Learning (PBL)
approach and a STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Maths) framework.
The project is based on the principles of sustainability and encourages children to learn
about various topics using the environment as the third educator.
Both students and teachers will have rich opportunities to use English while exploring
nature and the environment within the classroom, boosting up curiosity as children nurture
the plants while they grow. At each step of the growing process children are welcome to
ask and answer questions, documenting their findings in their beautiful Garden Project
Journals.

PRE-PRIMARY / PRIMARY

PBL

Science

M

S

T E

STEM

The Garden Project features:
• A STEAM framework; from asking simple questions to observation and categorization of
the world. These skills are developed using each of the STEAM disciplines.
• A dynamic PBL approach, in which children gain knowledge and skills by investigating
and responding to a “big question” over a period of time.
• The innovative project is the first of its kind to combine studies of the environment with
ELT, all within a STEAM framework.
• The flexible approach offers you the freedom to carry out The Garden Project at
different times of the year, with various fruits from different parts of the world.
• This multi-sensory, hands-on project encourages children to get their hands dirty and
experience nature using all of their senses.
• The social and emotional focus is key to the project as it develops patience, caring
for living things, working together and empathy. Children deepen their understanding
of nature as well as their own important role as global citizens in looking after the
environment.

Find out more at:

macmillan.com.br/thegardenproject

Journal of Wonder Pack

Journal of Observation Pack

Journal of Investigation Pack

Teacher’s Manual Pack

9786685735550

9786685735567

9786685735574

9786685735956

9

Learning about sustainability an
The Garden Project is based on the principles
of sustainability and encourages children to
learn about their natural environment.
Children have rich opportunities to discover,
observe and investigate, creating a sense of
purpose and curiosity as they learn to
nurture the plants they grow.

nd seeding healthy eating habits

FIND OUT MORE:
www.macmillan.com.br/thegardenproject

PRE-PRIMARY

Bebop
LORENA PEIMBERT, MYRIAM MONTERRUBIO

Bebop is a 3-level pre-primary course that teaches English in a playful way.
Through pairing music and movement with language practice, young learners
gradually gain confidence to communicate in English.
• The Bebop Band characters bring language to life, engaging children in learning through stories and
songs.
L1

• Early literacy concepts are introduced in a familiar way through storytelling and songs, presenting
language in a meaningful context.

L3

• Children practise their skills collaboratively through videos, Story Songs, Action Songs and Interactive
Flashcards.
• Fun activities in the Bebop Band app and Parents’ Guide provide a way for parents to practise English with
their child outside of the classroom.
• A dynamic component mix including a Teacher’s Resource Centre and comprehensive Teacher’s Edition
Pack enables teachers to deliver lively and motivating lessons while considerably reducing preparation time.

Find out more at:

macmillanenglish.com/bebop
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Student’s Book Pack

9780230452930

9780230453036

9780230453135

Activity Book

9780230452947

9780230453043

9780230453142

Teacher’s Edition Pack

9780230452961

9780230453067

9780230453166

Presentation Kit

9780230453005

9780230453104

9780230453197

Class Audio CD

9780230452978

9780230453074

9780230453173

Flashcards

9780230452909

Adoption Kit

9786685733259

Hats on Top
CAROLINE LINSE, ELLY SCHOTTMAN

Discover, learn and grow with Hats On Top, the imaginative 4-level course
that engages pre-school learners in active discovery of the world around
them in English.
• Thanks to CLIL-rich content, while exploring each unit theme and building English language skills,
children simultaneously gain knowledge of science, maths, social studies and art.
• Hands-on exploration through art projects and dramatic play such as roleplay, the Hats On Top
wiggle songs and cut-out puppet conversations add a playful, kinaesthetic dimension to learning.
STARTER

L3

• The carefully planned programme of literacy and basic maths skills development, supported by
Early Letters and Early Numbers parallel workbooks, helps children with print and sound awareness,
and at the same time master mathematical concepts, geometric shapes and solve problems.
• The theme-related stories in each unit are provided in a Big Book format for the whole class to enjoy
together, helping teachers focus students’ attention and develop a love of reading.
• The Teacher’s Edition provides detailed three-step lesson plans and with its simple and well-organized
structure helps with classroom management and saves preparation time.

Find out more at:

macmillanenglish.com/hats-on-top
Student’s Book Pack
Activity Book
Teacher’s Edition & Webcode Pack
Interactive Classroom Pack
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Starter (Nursery)

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

9786685738377

9786685738346

9786685738353

9786685738360

–

9780230444812

9780230444997

9780230445178

9780230444720

9780230444850

9780230445031

9780230445215
9780230456396

–

9780230456358

9780230456372

Class Audio CD

9780230444737

–

–

–

Big Book

9780230444744

9780230444867

9780230445048

9780230445222

Early Letters

–

9780230444911

9780230445086

9780230445239

Early Numbers

–

9780230444928

9780230445055

9780230445260

PRIMARY

Primary
For our complete range of Primary titles visit

www.mac-ed.courses/primary
CEFR Level

PRE-A1

A1

Cambridge
Exams*

Starters

Movers

TOEFL Primary
Reading and
Listening

101

102-104

TOEFL Primary
Speaking*

1-9

10-15

We are Heroes

p16

Share It!

p17

Next Station

p18

Story Central

p19

Tiger Time

p20

Give Me Five!

p21

Selfie Club

p22

Super Seek and
Find

p23

Happy Campers

p24

*Approximate guides

A1+

A2

A2+

105-112

16-21

B1+

Preliminary
(PET)
for Schools
Preliminary
(PET)

Flyers Key
(KET) for
Schools
Key (KET)

-

B1

-

113-115

22-25

B2

B2+

First (FCE)
for Schools
First (FCE)

-

-

-

26-27
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EVOLVING WITH
YOUR STUDENTS
A vibrant Primary course which has real
world communication at its core.
Engaging characters and stories provide
authentic contexts for communication
and an integrated life skills syllabus helps
foster critical and creative thinking.

1

PUPIL'S BOOK

Emma Mohamed

Emma Mohamed

PRIMARY

WE ARE HEROES!

1

Mark Ormerod

STUDENT'S BOOK
+ WORKBOOK

NEW

We are Heroes
EMMA MOHAMED, MARK ORMEROD, DONNA SHAW, ROB SVED

Mark Ormerod

We Are Heroes! is a 5-level primary course which has real
world communication at its core. Engaging characters and
stories provide authentic contexts for communication and an
integrated life skills syllabus helps foster critical and creative
thinking.
PRE-A1

A1

The whole series offers engaging content and tasks, tailored to the needs and maturity of
children. It helps them to progressively gain communicative competence. An emphasis on
the development of life skills, presented in a child-friendly way, encourages students to use
these skills in their everyday lives.

• Student’s Book and Workbook combo edition favors not only teachers’ work in the
classroom, but also children’s usage.
• The Teacher’s Book comes with Special Education Needs tips which aim to provide
teachers with more tools to work in the classroom more efficiently. Worksheets and
tests designed for children with special education needs.
• Life Skills lessons with reading, writing, listening and speaking activities ensure that
students develop both receptive and productive skills.
• Review lessons in the Workbook are ready-to-use material when preparing children for
international exams.
• A digital version of the Student’s Book with audio, animations and videos allows the
teacher to present the material to the class.
• A wide range of extension and photocopiable material that provides teachers with the
flexibility they need.

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

9786557520390

9786557520314

9786557520321

9786557520383

9786557520369

Digital Student’s Book & Workbook

9786685742893

9786685742909

9786685742916

9786685742923

9786685742930

Teacher’s Book

9786557520307

9786557520352

9786557520376

9786557520338

9786557520345

Student’s Book & Workbook
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NICHOLAS BEARE, MO CHOY, FIONA DAVIS, LESLEY KOUSTAFF, VIV LAMBERT,
SUSAN RIVERS, NICOLE TAYLOR, MICHAEL WATTS

PRIMARY

NEW

Share It!

Share It! is a captivating 4-level primary course that helps
students develop the language and skills needed to become
confident users of English.
PRE A1

A2

By creating opportunities for sharing experiences and exchanging information, Share
It! helps young learners achieve real communicative competence. Nurturing a sense of
empathy, where everyone’s progress is valued, the course instils a growth mindset in
students, enabling them to achieve more in their learning. Share It! also gives teachers all
the tools they need to create a positive classroom environment, focusing on the values
of respect, kindness and responsibility, which together promote a culture of safety and
integrity.
• Share It! guides students to understand and use English through contextualized
presentations, video animations, and controlled practice in three different models:
Pair Share, Group Share and Class Share.
• Teachers are supported with a practical Teacher Reflection Plan to help them to develop
effective techniques that lead to better learning, and the student’s Sharebook means that
no preparation or photocopying is required!
• Real-world content, CLIL and culture lessons, as well as collaborative projects give
students hands-on opportunities to engage with authentic topics and provide real
reasons to use the language.
• Share It! focuses on the values of respect, kindness, and responsibility, which promote a
culture of integrity and safety in the classroom.
• The Classroom Presentation Kit in the Teacher App helps to deliver stimulating lessons,
while the Student App on Navio, with gamified language practice, motivates learners to
repeat activities and achieve better learning outcomes.

Download sample units and try out with your students in the classroom:

macmillanenglish.com/shareit

Starter

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Student’s Book with Sharebook + Navio App

FORTHCOMING

9781380022721

9781380022813

9781380022912

9781380023018

Student’s Book Pack with workbook

FORTHCOMING

9786685739923

9786685739930

9786685739947

9786685739954

Digital Student’s Book

FORTHCOMING

9781380065735

9781380065766

9781380065797

9781380065810

Teacher Edition with Teacher App

FORTHCOMING

9781380022738

9781380022820

9781380022929

9781380023025

Learning
powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO

Share It! comes alive in this well designed digital
environment. Navio helps teachers and students
use the full potential of the course and additional
resources, including instant Tap & Teach lessons,
presentation tools, game-based practice and
classroom rewards system.

NAVIO

NAVIO

NAVIO
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PRIMARY

NEXT STATION STARTER

ourse that packs real-world
guage activities. Students are
plore the world on a truly global
on between content and language.
go to the Next Station!

duces a different country in each unit. Texts
r learning about culture, subjects, and
ess through extensive personalization. The
ra time to answer questions that generate

des:
ed, hands-on challenging projects
s 1 to 4)
ect the visited countries

A RT E R
ST

S

Amanda Cant / Mary Charrington

STUDENT’S
BOOK

Sarah Elizabeth Sprague

AMANDA CANT / MARY CHARRINGTON / SARAH ELIZABETH SPRAGUE

ts to complete a self-assessment
e visited with stickers

Student’s Book

unit

er

Next Station is an exciting five-level course that packs realworld aspects into meaningful tasks and language activities.

Station Student’s Book

her’s Book with access code to the Teacher’s
entation Kit* (guidelines, suggestions, and
wer key – includes a mindfulness section with
ity suggestions for each level)

her’s Presentation Kit*
e-faithful Digital Student’s Book with embedded
wers and access to students’ interactive activities;
Resources Tab with language file templates and
t Generator)
COMMON EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Pre-A1

A1

A2

B1

Next Station

B2

C1

C2

27/05/19 11:50

PRE A1

Students are guided through fun-filled lessons to explore the world on a truly global
journey, making it the perfect connection between content and language. Teachers and
students will be thrilled to go to the Next Station!

A2

• Five STEAM sections with maker-inspired, hands-on challenging projects
• A phonics program in every unit (levels 1 to 4)
• A world map and map stickers to connect the visited countries and their geographic location
• The Next Station Passport for students to complete a self-assessment chart and ‘stamp’ the
countries they’ve visited with stickers.
• Digital Student’s Book with 5 culture videos and 4-8 extra interactive activities in every unit
• Teacher’s Book with access code to the Teacher’s Presentation Kit (guidelines, suggestions,
and answer key – includes a mindfulness section with activity suggestions for each level)
• Teacher’s Presentation Kit – page-faithful Digital Student’s Book with embedded answers
and access to students’ interactive activities; Extra Resources Tab with language file
templates and a Test Generator.

Find out more at:

macmillan.com.br/nextstation
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Starter

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Student’s Book

9788551101261

9788551101278

9788551101285

9788551101292

9788551101308
9786685737240

Student’s Book + Workbook

9786685737202

9786685737219

9786685737226

9786685737233

Student’s Book + CLIL

9786685736144

9786685736151

9786685736168

9786685736175

9786685736182

Student’s Book + Workbook + CLIL

9786685736199

9786685736205

9786685736212

9786685736229

9786685736236

Digital Student’s Book

9786685742572

9786685742534

9786685742541

9786685742558

9786685742565

Digital Student’s Book + Workbook

9786685742671

9786685742633

9786685742640

9786685742657

9786685742664

Digital Student’s Book + CLIL

9786685741483

9786685743463

9786685743470

9786685743487

9786685743494

Digital Student’s Book + Workbook + CLIL

9786685742626

9786685742589

9786685742596

9786685742602

9786685742619

Teacher’s Book

9786685735710

9786685735727

9786685735734

9786685735741

9786685735758

Teacher’s Book + CLIL

9786685735765

9786685735772

9786685735789

9786685735796

9786685735802

PRIMARY

Story Central
VIV LAMBERT, MO CHOY, ANGELA LLANAS, LIBBY WILLIAMS

Story Central is a 6-level primary course designed to inspire a
love of language and learning through storytelling, empowering
children to communicate effectively and develop the skills they
need both inside and outside the classroom.
PRE A1

B1

By encouraging imagination and creativity, Story Central teaches children to form and
express their own opinions in order to better understand the world around them. Exciting
narratives take young learners on a memorable journey of language discovery that
promotes critical thinking, communication and collaboration.

• Language is introduced through high-impact openers and visuals to create interest,
while grammar structures are presented clearly with Grammar Central highlights which
provide a useful reference for activities.
• Oral Storytelling Videos bring stories and learning to life, and American Sign Language
Vocabulary Videos help reinforce new words, keeping students motivated and engaged.
• Each level contains a beautifully illustrated Reader, providing a rich literacy experience
while children learn English and develop a love of reading.
• Clearly signposted activities developing 21st century skills like critical thinking,
creativity, communication and collaboration help teachers easily integrate competency
development into the classroom.
• Cambridge Young Learners English Test-style practice activities provide teachers with
ready-to-use materials preparing students for international exams.

Download samples of Story Central at:

macmillanenglish.com/storycentral
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

Student Book Pack

9781786329486

9786685734171

9786685734188

9786685734195

9781786329547

9780230452428

Student Book + Activity Book

9786685728415

9786685735444

9786685734409

9786685736359

9786685728453

9786685727548

Teacher’s Edition

9781786329578

9781786329585

9781786329592

9781786329608

9781786329615

9781786329622

Class Audio CD

9780230452015

9780230452107

9780230452190

9780230452282

9780230452374

9780230452466
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PRIMARY

Tiger Time
CAROL READ, MARK ORMEROD

Tiger Time is an imaginative and vibrant 6-level primary
course that equips young learners with the language and skills
they need to communicate confidently and competently.

PRE A1

A1+

Authored by Carol Read and Mark Ormerod, experts in teaching English to young
learners, Tiger Time creates a positive learning environment and encourages children
to work together as they discover new language, cultures and values. Exciting narratives
and memorable characters, like the lovable Tiger and the members of the Tiger Tracks
Social Learning Network, create interest and keep children engaged.

• Children will learn through different genres of stories and reading texts as well as
engaging roleplays, songs and games, developing language skills in a well-balanced
and integrated way.
• Learning to Learn and Thinking Skills activities enable students to reflect and become
better independent learners, as well as develop transferable skills for other areas of the
curriculum.
• Learners develop and reinforce grammar through the integrated Grrr is for Grammar
sections, while songs and craft activities enable memorable in-context learning.
• The extensive CLIL syllabus prepares students for cross-curriculum academic success
in addition to building awareness about the world around them.
• The home-school link, consisting of the Student’s Practice Kit, Progress Journal
and Letters to Parents, takes learning beyond the classroom and encourages parents
to participate in their child’s English education.

To find out more about Tiger Time visit:

macmillanenglish.com/tigertime
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

9781786329639

9781786329646

9781786329653

9781786329660

9781786329684

-

-

-

-

-

-

9780230484153

Activity Book

9780230483576

9780230483620

9780230483675

9780230483729

9780230483774

9780230483828

Teacher’s Book + eBook Pack

9781786329707

9781786329714

9781786329721

-

-

-

-

-

-

9780230484061

9780230484115

9780230484160

Audio CD

9780230483590

9780230483644

9780230483699

9780230483743

9780230483798

9780230483842

Flashcards

9780230483606

9780230483651

9780230483705

9780230483750

9780230483804

9780230483859

Student’s Book + eBook Pack
Student’s Book + Resource

Teacher’s Book + Resource

Level 6

ALSO AVAILABLE IN AMERICAN ENGLISH

American Tiger
Discover more

macmillanenglish.com/americantiger
Student Book Pack
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

9781380004536

9781380004635

9781380004741

9781380004857

9781380004963

9781380005076

Student Book + Activity Book

9786685728118

9786685728125

9786685728132

9786685728149

9786685728156

9786685728163

Teacher’s Book Pack

9781380004543

9781380004642

9781380004758

9781380004864

9781380004970

9781380005083

entury Skills

Literacy

External exams practice

or the

Class CDs
Flashcards and Word cards
NEW Teacher’s App on NAVIO
Tap & Teach Lessons

Donna Shaw
Joanne Ramsden

Integrated audio and video
Integrated classroom management tool
Pupil Progress Tracker
Resource Bank, including
– Additional exam resources and speaking videos
– Tests
– Supplementary reinforcement and extension material
– Rubrics for evaluation
– Letters to parents
– Project and Festivals lesson support

Donna Shaw Joanne Ramsden

Test Generator

in this well-designed digital environment.
pupils use the full potential of the course
ncluding instant Tap and Teach lessons,
ased practice and a classroom rewards system.

RS

1

PUPIL’S BOOK

TEACHER

Give Me Five!

PUPIL’S BOOK

e Me Five! is an aspirational six-level primary
rse with a strong focus on collaboration and 21st
tury skills. Creative projects, adventurous stories
d rich video content keeps pupils motivated to
ch learning goals, while integrated exams practice
ps pupils achieve success in external exams.

please supply

Donna Shaw

Joanne Ramsden

PRE A1

B1

PRIMARY

ollaborate, Communicate and
elebrate success in English!

Give Me Five! 1

With new animated stories!

DONNA SHAW, JOANNE RAMSDEN, ROB SVED

Give Me Five! is an engaging 6-level primary course with a
strong focus on collaboration and 21st century skills. The
dynamic and fun content keeps students motivated to reach
learning goals and achieve success in external exams.
Designed to engage and build students’ confidence as they learn to communicate, Give
Me Five! provides unique opportunities for both free and controlled speaking practice
across a range of contexts. Participation, learner autonomy and social competency all take
centre stage in order to help young learners reach their true potential.

• Hands-on projects develop teamwork, collaboration, creativity and thinking skills.
• Integrated exam practice and additional resources, including videos of Trinity and
Cambridge English mock exams, help familiarise children with exam techniques.
• Cross-curricular links to other subjects lay strong foundations for future bilingual
programmes.
• Memorable songs, adventurous stories and classroom games make learning enjoyable.
• The Teacher’s Book and Navio provide practical solutions for mixed-level and mixed-ability
classes.

To find out more about Give Me Five! visit:

macmillanenglish.com/give-me-five

Pupil’s Book Pack

Basics

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

9781380013491

9781380013507

9781380013514

9781380013521

9781380013538

9781380013545

Pupil’s Book + Activity Book

9786685733211

9786685733167

9786685733174

9786685733181

9786685733198

9786685733204

Teacher’s Book Pack

9781380024879

9781380024930

9781380024985

9781380025036

9781380025081

9781380025135

Learning
powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO
Learning
Powered by

NAVIO

Give Me Five! comes alive in this well designed
digital environment. Navio helps teachers and
students use the full potential of the course and
additional resources, including instant Tap & Teach
lessons, presentation tools, game-based practice
and classroom rewards system.

NAVIO

NAVIO

NAVIO
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PRIMARY

Selfie Club
ANGELA LLANAS, LIBBY WILLIAMS, ANGELA PADRÓN, PATRICIA ACOSTA. ADAPTED BY
CLAIRE VENABLES

Selfie Club is a 5-level primary series that encourages learner
autonomy, develops life skills and explores the foreign
language through cross-curricular content.
PRE A1

A1

Selfie Club presents a range of meaningful scenarios and activities that are taken from
the everyday life of the child. Whether at home, in the amusement park, at camp, at
school or during their photography club meetings, the characters in this series are
always having fun while discovering new things about themselves, each other and
the world they live in. Selfie Club is founded on clear, achievable goals that ensure
learning English is engaging and the children stay motivated.
• Memorable Vocabulary Learning: plenty of exposure and practice of the target language
with illustrated wordlists, musicalized echoes, songs and chants.
• Language in Context: episodic comic strip in every unit helps students learn new
grammar structures in context and develop reading and listening skills.
• Interactive Digital Content: fun and interactive activities in every unit for children to do
and for teachers to keep track of their performance.
• Life Skills: topical, child-relevant life skills activities providing students with transferable
21st century skills which they can use in their lives outside the classroom.
• CLIL: sections that develop other areas of knowledge integrating skills work with content
through varied language activities.
To find out more about Selfie Club visit:

macmillan.com.br/selfieclub

Student’s Book Pack

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

9786685741056

9786685741063

9786685741070

9786685741087

Digital Student’s Book

9786685742848

9786685742855

9786685742862

9786685742879

9786685742886

Teacher’s Book

9786685741094

9786685741100

9786685741117

9786685741124

9786685741131

Flashcards (post-adoption)
Promotion Pack 1-5
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Level 1
9786685741049

9786685733266
9786685733228

PRIMARY

Super Seek and Find
LUCY CRICHTON, CERES LOBETO, SARAH ELIZABETH SPRAGUE

Super Seek and Find is a 5-level storytelling driven course
with rich illustrations, songs and activities to enliven your
classes and prepare your students with skills for the 21st
century.
PRE A1

A1

Super Seek and Find maintains the essential ingredients of the first edition of Seek and
Find while adding fresh creative ideas to make the course even more practical and
fun. We have brought together a talented team of authors, artists and musicians to
create a dynamic, thoughtful, fresh and fun series that grows with our students.
• Storytelling as a driving force for the learning process
• Each book illustrated by a different award-winning artist
• Dynamic and reflective Life Skills pages that encourage personal growth
• CLIL pages connected to the greater academic life of each learner
• Scratch off activities (for levels 1-3)
• Interactive glossary at the end of each book
• Digital components, including the Digital Student’s Book and the Super Seek and Find
app, animated unit openings, games and activities for the Virtual Reality cardboard
glasses

To find out more about Super Seek and Find visit:

macmillan.com.br/superseekandfind

Student Book Pack
Flashcards (post-adoption)
Promotion Pack 1-5

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

9786685734508

9786685734515

9786685734522

9786685734539

9786685734546

9786685728682
9786685729085
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PRIMARY

Happy Campers
ANGELA LLANAS, LIBBY WILLIAMS, ANGELA PADRON, PATRICIA ACOSTA, GABRIEL DIAZMAGGIOLI, LESLEY PAINTER-FARRELL

Happy Campers is a 7-level primary series that uses a unique
musical programme to create a positive and memorable
classroom experience while consolidating new language skills.
PRE A1

A1+

With a methodology centred on front-loading language presentation and musical imagery
repetition, Happy Campers develops a child-centred community and encourages a positive
attitude toward English language learning. Clear objectives, a gently paced syllabus and
frequent practice opportunities make it easy for children to learn and consolidate English.

• Musical activities provide ‘memory hooks’ for vocabulary recall and retrieval, making
new language easier to remember.
• The Skills Book further develops the four skills via Picture Talk, Happy Reader, Happy
Writer and Word Work lessons that practise and help master selected key language.
• Regular project lessons develop children’s creativity and collaboration skills, making their
learning experience a richer, more positive one.
• A strong home-school link is built through the game-based Inks App which provides
extra vocabulary practice at home.
• The Flipbook combines Student’s Book and Activity Book material in one publication,
ensuring that young learners always have practice activities at hand.

Download samples of Happy Campers The Language Lodge at:

macmillanenglish.com/happycampers

Teacher’s Edition Pack
Student’s Book + Skills Book
Student’s Book/Language Lodge
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Starter Level

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

9786685735611

9786685735628

9786685735635

9786685735642

–

9786685738803

9786685738810

9786685738827

9788551102015

9788551102022

9788551102039

9788551102046

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6
9780230473737

Teacher’s Edition Pack

9786685735659

9780230473652

Student’s Book + Skills Book

9786685738834

9786685726404

9786685726411

Student’s Book/Language Lodge

9788551102053

9780230470736

9780230472488

TEENS

Teens
For our complete range of Teenage titles visit

www.mac-ed.courses/teenage

CEFR LEVEL

A1

Influence

p28

#InstaEnglish

p29

New Pulse

p30

Gateway 2nd Edition

p31

Go Beyond

p32

On The Beat

p33

All Clear

p34

A1+

A2

A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

C2
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Makes collaborative
work simple

Helps every
student succeed

On-the-go practice
develops real-world
competence

Equips students
for the future

NEW

TEENS

Influence

Giving teenagers global skills to Influence the future.
Influence is a four-level British English course, designed to facilitate the process of planning
and delivering lessons that keep students on task with engaging, age-relevant materials.

• Students develop a firm foundation in both linguistic and Super Skills: Critical thinking,
Creativity, Communication and Collaboration
• A unique 3-fold approach to developing and evaluating real-world competences through:
A1+

B2

• Authentic language and tasks, a focus on real-life issues, motivating teen-tested videos.
• Every-ability solutions help cater to all students’ linguistic and cognitive strengths.
• On-the-go practice and gamified activities to motivate learning.
• A range of tools including the Classroom Presentation Kit for motivating lessons.
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Student’s Book & APP Pack

9781380054227

9781380054289

9781380054340

9781380054401
9786685743456

Student’s Book & APP + Workbook Pack

9786685743425

9786685743432

9786685743449

Digital Student’s Book

FORTHCOMING

FORTHCOMING

FORTHCOMING

FORTHCOMING

Teacher’s Book Pack

9781380059895

9781380059932

9781380059963

9781380060006

NEW SPLIT EDITION

EMMA HEYDERMAN, FIONA MAUCHLINE, PATRICK HOWARTH, PATRICIA REILLY, OLIVIA
JOHNSTON

TEENS

#InstaEnglish

#InstaEnglish is an engaging five-level course for secondary
students that offers a sensibly paced approach to teaching
grammar, vocabulary, and the four skills, with an emphasis on
mixed abilities.
A1

B2

Teenagers crave novelty and instigating visual content to feed their curious minds when
studying a second language. #InstaEnglish is the best way to stretch beyond the classroom
environment and reach students’ minds and hearts, thanks to all its original and updated
content. #InstaEnglish students will learn English in a very practical way, motivated by their
desire to communicate in today’s cosmopolitan world, express their opinions, and expand
their global knowledge even further.
• Balanced Scope and Sequence: clearly structured units, carefully graded grammar
and vocabulary and all four skills equally covered in full compliance with the National
Common Core Standards (BNCC – Base Nacional Comum Curricular).
• Instigating Visual Content: unit openings, vocabulary sections and review games
supported by abundant visual resources that provide memorable learning.
• Interactive Digital Content: 8 interactive activities in every unit for students to do and for
teachers to keep track of their performance.
• Culture section in every unit highlighting an aspect of life in an English-speaking
country, inviting students to learn about the world around them with authentic cultural
references.
• CLIL sections with reading and listening activities that help students develop other areas
of knowledge and interest; topical, teen-relevant life skills projects providing students
with transferable 21st century skills.

To find out more about #InstaEnglish, visit:

macmillan.com.br/instaenglish
Student’s Book Pack

Starter

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

9788551100554

9788551100561

9788551100578

9788551100585

9788551102008

Digital Student’s Book

9786685742770

9786685742749

9786685742756

9786685742763

-

Teacher’s Book Pack

9786685737165

9786685737172

9786685737189

9786685737196

9786685736779

Starter
A
Student’s Book split edition

Level 1
B

9786557520048 9786557520093

A
9786557520086

Level 3
A
Student’s Book split edition

Level 2
B

A

B

9786557520024 9786557520000 9786557520017

Level 4
B

9786557520031 9786557520055

A

B

9786557520062

9786557520079
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TEENS

New Pulse
CATHERINE MCBETH

Encourage, engage, energise. Building on the success of
teenage appropriate topics, engaging authentic texts,
integrated skills and interesting activities of the first
edition, New Pulse now offers:
A1+

B1+

• NEW Digital pack with short, sharp and meaningful videos adapted to the students’ level
to catch their attention including:
• Flipped classroom grammar presentations
• Engaging documentaries
• NEW Flexible materials which allow the teacher to cater for differentiated learning,
levelling up the contents for stronger students and giving extra support to those looking
for guidance.
• NEW Authentic reading texts with varied comprehension work to encourage critical
thinking, and an extensive vocabulary syllabus to prepare students for real-life use of
English.
• NEW Focus on life skills along with cultural and social awareness readings which prepare
students to meet the challenges of life in the 21st Century.
• NEW Scaffolded production tasks to support students, keeping them focused
throughout and providing them with the sub-skills they need to communicate
successfully both in speaking and writing.
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Student’s Book Pack

9781380039712

9781380020376

9781380039729

9781380020475

Student’s Book Pack + Workbook

9786685736595

9786685736601

9786685736618

9786685736625

Teacher’s Book Pack

9781380027689

9781380027436

9781380027443

9781380027450

TEENS

Gateway 2nd Edition
DAVID SPENCER

Gateway 2nd Edition is a 7-level course by best-selling author
David Spencer, taking students from A1+ level right up to C1.
Praised for its clear and logical structure, Gateway 2nd Edition develops language and the
four skills in a balanced way. It offers a comprehensive, teacher-friendly approach to life
skills training to prepare students for 21st century life. In addition, exam-style tasks and tips
improve students’ chances for better scores in school-leaving and international exams.
A1 +

C1

• This edition includes 90% new reading texts based on real-life topics that will appeal to
students and provide meaningful context for the grammar and vocabulary they need.
• Life skills videos and tasks, covering topics such as personal and physical well-being, help
to prepare teenagers for life outside the classroom.
• The innovative flipped classroom videos provide grammar presentations by the author,
which students can watch before class, giving teachers more time for practice in class.
• The Gateway to Exams section allows students to revise the exam techniques they have
learnt and practise typical exam tasks.
• A comprehensive range of printable tests in the Test Generator helps teachers assess
students’ progress.

To find out more about Gateway 2nd Edition, download free samples at:

macmillanenglish.com/gateway2e

A1+

A2

B1

B1+

Student’s Book Premium Pack

9780230473072

9780230473102

9780230473119

9780230473157

Student’s Book Pack

9780230473058

9780230473096

9780230473126

9780230473140

Student’s Book + Workbook

9786685727357

9786685727364

9786685727371

9786685727388

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack

9780230473065

9780230473089

9780230473133

9780230473164

B2

B2+

C1

Student’s Book Premium Pack

9780230473171

9780230473201

9781786323125

Student’s Book Pack

9780230473188

9780230473218

9781786323156

Student’s Book + Workbook

9786685727395

9786685727401

9786685727418

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack

9780230473195

9780230473225

9781786323118
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TEENS

Go Beyond
ROBERT CAMPBELL, ROB METCALF, REBECCA ROBB BENNE

Go Beyond is a 6-level course for teenagers, from A1+ to B2.
The combination of language skills, life skills and engaging
topics prepares students for success in the 21st century
classroom and beyond.
A1+

B2

By encouraging young students to use new language skills in various real-life scenarios, Go
Beyond equips them with an effective set of communication tools. Personalisation allows
learners to apply new found skills to their own experiences, making the learning process
more relevant and memorable. Rigorously benchmarked against CEFR and international
exams, Go Beyond also provides a clear and easy-to-use planning structure for teachers.

• Students develop their language skills and boost their confidence to communicate
through the speaking tasks, presentations and carefully tailored writing tasks.
• A series of specially-produced videos, including the Moving Picture and Videos, helps
students acquire and retain knowledge in a visually impactful way.
• Life Skills lessons ensure students develop academically, as well as grow into self-aware,
considerate and confident individuals.
• Perfect for mixed-ability classes, Go Beyond enables teachers to enhance the learning
process from student to student.
• The complete digital offer helps teachers to deliver heads-up interactive lessons and
provide additional resources and practice.
To download samples and take a video tour of Go Beyond, visit:

macmillanenglish.com/gobeyond
Intro

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Student’s Book Premium Pack

9780230478114

9780230476813

9780230476400

9780230476486

9780230476592

9780230476707

Student’s Book + Webcode

9780230478138

9780230476820

9780230476417

9780230476493

9780230476608

9780230476714

Student’s Book + Workbook

9786685727197

9786685725827

9786685725834

9786685725841

9786685725858

9786685725865

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack

9780230478145

9781786322593

9781786322609

9781786322616

9781786322623

9780230476691

SPLIT EDITION AVAILABLE

Move Beyond
For levels Intro to 3

ALSO AVAILABLE IN BRITISH ENGLISH

Beyond
For more information, visit:

www.mac-ed.courses/beyond
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RON MARTINEZ, CATHERINE McBETH, SILVIA CAROLINA TIBERIO

TEENS

On The Beat
On The Beat is a new dynamic four-level series for teenage
learners in the 21st century. Up-to-date topics, multiple
opportunities for reflection on language and cultural
comparison, and a clear focus on vocabulary and grammar.
A1

A2

Systematic recycling and integration, enhanced by a sleek and modern design that
surely guarantees learning for all students! On The Beat promotes learner autonomy by
encouraging students to take an active role in their learning process. To this end, new
vocabulary and grammar are presented in context following an inductive approach. Skills are
developed step-by-step, allowing students to understand what they are supposed to do at
each stage.

• Student’s Book integrated with Workbook.
• Web Quests in each unit, two Collaborative Projects per level and Digital Student’s Book.
• The Beat magazine pages provide texts for extra reading.
• A ‘Creative Corner’ section fosters student’s development of literary and creative writing
competences.

To find out more about On The Beat, visit:

macmillan.com.br/onthebeat

Student’s Book w/WB & Digital Book

Starter

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

9788551100080

9788551100059

9788551100066

9788551100073

Digital Student’s Book

9786685742718

9786685742688

9786685742695

9786685742701

Teacher’s Book Pack

9786685734867

9786685734874

9786685734881

9786685734898
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TEENS

All Clear
FIONA MAUCHLINE, DANIEL MORRIS, PATRICK HOWARTH,
PATRICIA REILLY

All Clear is an engaging 4-level course designed to help
students learn English through a well-scaffolded language
syllabus with easy navigation and doable step-by-step learning
outcomes.
A1+

B1

All Clear’s method is extremely comfortable to work with for both teachers and students,
with very accessible materials and engaging topics. It focuses on functional language and
the real interests of students. The guided discovery approach to grammar encourages
students to reflect on the language they are studying and supports autonomous learning.
All Clear also features captivating video (“Culture Watch”) and stimulating global topics that
engage learners and spark their curiosity.

• The presentation of vocabulary is supported by clear visuals to help students remember
new words
• The carefully graded development of productive skills boosts learners’ confidence
• Collaborative projects include content to enhance students’ life skills
• Practice material in the Teacher’s Resource Centre is provided at multi-levels, to address
diversity in the classroom

To find out more about All Clear, visit:

macmillan.com.br/allclear
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Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Student’s Book Pack

9786685732511

9786685732528

9786685732535

9786685732542

Student’s Book with Workbook Pack

9786685731422

9786685731439

9786685731446

9786685731453

Teacher’s Book Pack

9786685731477

9786685731484

9786685731491

9786685731507

TEENS
ADULT

Adult
For our complete range of Adult titles visit

www.mac-ed.courses/adult

CEFR LEVEL

A1

Speak your Mind

p38

Language Hub

p39

Optimise

p42

American Inside Out
Evolution

p43

Skillful Second Edition

p44

Breakthrough Plus 2nd
Edition

p45

A1+

A2

A2+

B1

B1+

B2

B2+

C1

C2
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SPEAK
YOUR
MIND
Better thinking
communication
transform lives
Speak Your Mind is the new course
for young adults that:
Encourages learners to consider different
points of view and express their own ideas
Connects students to the real world,
using informative, real-life video content
Motivates learners to practice on-the-go
with the innovative Student’s App
FIND OUT MORE AT

macmillanenglish.com/speak-your-mind

SPEAK
YOUR
MIND

e practice to real life, including
ves of people working in a

s to share their previous
hat help them to personalize
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millanenglish.com/speakyourmind

that you review the latest system
where.com/system-requirements/

Mobile

wser:
er:

Android 7.1, 8, 8.1: Android
Phone: Google Chrome on
Android.
iOS: 12. Browser: Apple Safari
on iOS.

MICKEY ROGERS • JOANNE TAYLORE-KNOWLES • STEVE TAYLORE-KNOWLES

h lesson with Confident
ctical strategies for successful

STUDENT’S BOOK

+ access to Student’s App

1

AMEWORK

B2

NEW

Speak Your Mind

STEVE TAYLORE-KNOWLES, JOANNE TAYLORE-KNOWLES, MICKEY ROGERS,
RHONA SNELLING

LEVEL 1

general English course that
ctive communication skills.
nsider other points of view,
ress their own ideas and
essing of information leads
ners with the skills not just
e their goals in life.

MICKEY ROGERS
J OA N N E TAY L O R E - K N O W L E S
S T E V E TAY L O R E - K N O W L E S

STUDENT’S BOOK

ADULT

Student’s App

SPEAK YOUR MIND

ND

C1

First Proofs

A1

B2+

Speak Your Mind is a new 6-level general English course that
helps young adults to develop effective communication skills.
It has a focus on speaking English in local and global scenarios
and provides students with coping strategies designed to
increase their confidence in a variety of situations.
Activities in Speak Your Mind encourage learners to consider other points of view, think
things through, and then express their own ideas and solutions. Better thinking and
processing of information leads to better speaking, equipping learners with the skills not
just to survive, but to thrive and achieve their goals in life.
• Video content in Speak Your Mind connects language practice to real life, including
Follow A Pro videos that look at the lives of people working in a variety of professions.
• Speaking activities at the end of each lesson with Confident Communicator sections
provide practical strategies for successful communication.
• Unit openers encourage learners to share their previous knowledge and Make It Yours
boxes help them to personalise new language for their own needs.
• Flexible opportunities for on-the-go practice are provided with the Student’s
App, encouraging busy learners to consolidate language in an engaging gamified
environment.
• Full teacher support with an annotated Teacher’s Edition and accompanying
Teacher’s App helps to deliver truly engaging lessons with its easy-to-use Classroom
Presentation Kit.

Discover more about Speak Your Mind at:

macmillanenglish.com/speak-your-mind

Starter Level

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Student’s Book Premium +
Workbook (no/key)

-

9786685739848

9786685739855

9786685739862

FORTHCOMING

FORTHCOMING

Student’s Book Pack Premium

-

9781380031037

9781380031181

9781380031358

FORTHCOMING

FORTHCOMING

Student’s Book + Workbook
Premium Pack

9781380036650

-

-

-

FORTHCOMING

FORTHCOMING

Digital Student’s Book

9781380067593

9781380067609

9781380067630

9781380067661

FORTHCOMING

FORTHCOMING

Teacher’s Edition with
Teacher’s App

9781380036674

9781380031044

9781380031198

9781380031365

FORTHCOMING

FORTHCOMING

Level 1
A

Level 3

A

B

A

B

Student’s Book Premium +
Workbook (no/key)

9786685739879 9786685739886

9786685739893

9786685739909

Student’s Book Premium
Split Pack

9781380031082 9781380038562

9781380031235

9781380038593 9781380031402 9781380038630

Student
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Level 2
B

The Macmillan Education Student’s App offers learners
on the go practice, providing exposure to target language
in a gamified environment.

PRE-INTERMEDIATE

vel general English course for adults
munication and building confidence
ed activities with regular opportunities
t its core is a well-balanced skills syllabus
mes, explored through a wide range of

DAN BRAYSHAW, JEREMY DAY, JON HIRD, PETER MAGGS, EDWARD PRICE, GARETH
REES, LOUIS ROGERS, GRAHAM SKERRITT, CATHERINE SMITH, INGRID WISNIEWSKA

ude:
• A Students’ App

DANIEL BRAYSHAY & JOHN HIRD

which offers learners
quick and flexible
practice opportunities
when and where
they need it, and also
provides exposure to
target language for
class preparation and
consolidation.

Student’s Book

Additional Writing
Lessons designed to
help learners improve
heir communicative
writing skills covering
range of genres
ligned to the topic of
ach unit.

Language Hub is a new six-level general English course for
adult learners which takes the complexity out of teaching
English. It is designed to promote effective communication
and helps to build learners’ confidence with regular
opportunities for meaningful practice.

PRE-INTERMEDIATE
Student’s Book
+ access to
Student’s App
DANIEL BRAYSHAW
JOHN HIRD

COMMON EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK

A1 A2 B1 B1+ B2 C1

B1

A1

ADULT

Language Hub

C1

With Language Hub, producing interesting and motivating lessons has never been easier.
At its core is a well-balanced skills syllabus with clear learning outcomes using a range
of interesting topics, and a functional language strand presented through an entertaining
video series. The Teacher’s Book makes lesson preparation intuitive with annotated
‘teach-off-the-page’ lessons supported by tips and ideas taken from the award-winning
Macmillan Books for Teachers series.
• Language Hub is easy to use in a variety of teaching situations due to its firm pedagogic
foundation, and syllabus aligned to the revised CEFR.
• Comprehensive video content includes engaging ‘sitcom’ series providing realistic
models for learners’ own language production, and additional authentic video content
from The Guardian offering further input for practice.
• The Writing lessons in the Student’s Book help learners improve their communicative
writing skills and cover a range of genres aligned to the topic in each unit of the course.
• The Student App offers learners quick and flexible practice opportunities when and
where they need it, and also provides exposure to target language for class preparation
and consolidation.
• The Teacher App helps to deliver content in a simple-to-use lesson pathway designed
for easy presentation and truly engaging lessons.

Discover more about Language Hub at:

macmillanenglish.com/languagehub

Beginner

Elementary

Pre-intermediate

Intermediate

Upper
Intermediate

Advanced

Student’s Book + Navio App

9781380016508

9781380016706

9781380016904

9781380017109

9781380017307

9781380017505

Student’s Book + Navio App
+ Workbook without key

9786685736649

9786685736656

9786685736670

9786685736663

9786685736687

9786685736632

Student’s Book + Navio App
+ Workbook with key

9786685736700

9786685736717

9786685736731

9786685736724

9786685736748

9786685736694

Digital Student’s Book

9781380066893

9781380066909

9781380067357

9781380067364

9781380067371

9781380067388

Teacher’s Book + Navio
App

9781380016522

9781380016720

9781380016928

9781380017123

9781380017321

9781380017529

LEVEL 2
Student’s Book + access to Student’s App

LEVEL 2

American Language Hub is a six-level general English course for
adults that builds confidence through carefully structured activities
with regular opportunities for meaningful practice. At its core is a
well-balanced skills syllabus with clear learning outcomes,
explored through a wide range of interesting topics.

ALSO AVAILABLE IN AMERICAN ENGLISH

Features of the course include:
which offers learners
quick and flexible
practice opportunities
when and where
they need it, and
provides exposure to
target language for
class preparation and
consolidation.

• Engaging video

• Communicative

content to show
functional language
in context, with a
sitcom series providing
realistic models for
learners’ own language
production.

speaking tasks
at the end of each
lesson that increase
learner confidence
and writing lessons
which help to improve
writing skills in
genres aligned to the
unit topic.

BRAYSHAW & HIRD

For more information, please go to:
www.macmillanenglish.com/americanlanguagehub

Student’s Book

• A Student’s App

American Language Hub

LEVEL 2
Student’s Book
+ access to Student’s App
DANIEL BRAYSHAW
JON HIRD

System Requirements
Information is correct at the time of print. We recommend that you review the latest system
requirements at: https://www.macmillaneducationeverywhere.com/system-requirements/

Discover more

The app works online and offline. Internet connection is required to download content,
synchronise data and for initial login.
Full terms and conditions available at:
https://www.macmillaneducationeverywhere.com/terms-conditions/
Desktop
Windows 8.1, 10: Browser: IE 11, Edge /
Firefox (latest) / Chrome (latest).
Apple Macintosh 10.12. 10.13, 10.14:
Browser: Safari 12.0.2 / Firefox (latest) /
Chrome (latest).

9780230497016_Level 2_cover.indd 1

I S B N 978-0-230-49701-6

Tablet
Android 7.1, 8, 8.1: Browser: Chrome
iOS: 12: Browser: Safari.
Mobile devices: 7” and 10” screen size.
Mobile
Android 7.1, 8, 8.1: Android Phone: Google
Chrome on Android.
iOS: 12. Browser: Apple Safari on iOS.

9

780230 497016
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macmillanenglish.com/american-language-hub
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Take the complexity
out of teaching English
Language Hub is the new course for adults which promotes
effective communication with carefully structured activities
and regular opportunities for meaningful practice. Its innovative
app provides everything you need for your class in one place,
saving you time for what you love doing!
All levels now available.

Download free Language Hub samples at:
macmillanenglish.com/languagehub

With video
content from

Well balanced skills syllabus with
clear learning outcomes aligned
to the revised CEFR
Student App with quick and
flexible practice opportunities
and exposure to target language
for class preparation
Engaging video content including
a sitcom series and authentic
content from sources such as
The Guardian newspaper

ADULT

Optimise
MALCOLM MANN, STEVE TAYLORE-KNOWLES

A2

B2

Optimise is an exam preparation course. It provides engaging
lessons that equip students with essential techniques to
succeed in their exams. Optimise will help teachers to
become exam experts by supporting them every step of
the way, whether they are new to or experienced in examsfocused teaching.
Using a carefully staged approach, Optimise combines real-life topics with specific exam
development and takes students from A2 to B2 level. Written by exam experts Malcolm
Mann and Steve Taylore-Knowles, the course offers exam tips and complete support,
allowing students to become familiar with exam-style tasks for A2 Key, B1 Preliminary
and B2 First for Schools.

• Students will develop exam strategies and build the foundations for exam success with
specific tips and practice.
• The dedicated Optimise your Exams section in the Student’s Book, written by a practising
examiner, explains what to expect in the exam.
• Talk2Me and Speaking Test videos help students build the confidence they need to
communicate fluently and prepare for the speaking tests.
• Students will develop essential skills for life beyond the classroom through the Think,
Research, Culture, Learn and Me features.
• Teachers can provide optimal support to their students preparing for international exams
with the Practice Tests and the Test Generator.

To find out more about Optimise, download free samples at:

macmillanenglish.com/optimise

A2

B1

B1+

B2

Student’s Book Premium Pack

9780230488298

9780230488465

9780230488632

9780230488809

Student’s Book Pack

9780230488281

9780230488458

9780230488625

9780230488793

Student’s Book + Workbook
(with key)

9786685728224

9786685728231

9786685728248

9786685728255

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack

9780230488335

9780230488502

9780230488670

9780230488823

9781380031877
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OPTIMISE UPDATED STUDENT’S BOOK PACK-A2

9781380032072

OPTIMISE UPDATED STUDENT’S BOOK PACK-B1

9786685741438

OPTIMISE UPDATED STUDENT’S PACK W/WORKBOOK-A2 (NO KEY)

9786685741421

OPTIMISE UPDATED STUDENT’S PACK W/WORKBOOK-A2 (W/KEY)

9786685741452

OPTIMISE UPDATED STUDENT’S PACK W/WORKBOOK-B1 (NO KEY)

9786685741445

OPTIMISE UPDATED STUDENT’S PACK W/WORKBOOK-B1 (W/KEY)

ADULT

American Inside Out
Evolution
SUE KAY, VAUGHAN JONES, CERI JONES, TANIA BASTOW, AMANDA JEFFRIES

A1

C1

American Inside Out Evolution renews our commitment
to meaningful presentation, meaningful practice, and
meaningful communication, now with a more diverse
selection of texts reflecting the variety of genres on offer in
today’s multi-media world.
With a more concise format, American Inside Out Evolution is aimed at students who
don’t have much time, but want to learn the language thoroughly. American Inside Out
Evolution includes new digital components designed to meet the expectations of students
operating in a digital world.

• New design, modern and in tune with students’ reality
• 100% new reading texts with activities in all levels
• Anecdotes that give students a chance to tackle longer pieces of discourse
• Language for Life: fun and engaging dialogues that provide a portable toolkit of
functional language
• Life Skills section in every unit

See our website for further details:

macmillan.com.br/americaninsideoutevolution

Elementary

Pre-intermediate

9786074736199

9786074736472

9786074736427

9786074736403 9786074736410 9786074736267

Student’s Book + Workbook Pack
(with key)

9786685732252

9786685732313

9786685732436

9786685732375 9786685732498 9786685732238

Digital Student's Book

9786685742794

9786685742800

9786685742831

9786685742817 9786685742824 9786685742787

Digital Student's Pack

9786685743555

9786685743593

9786685743654

9786685743623 9786685743685 9786685743562

Teacher’s Book Pack

9786685734676

9786685734683

9786685734690

9786685734706 9786685734713 9786685734720

Elementary
A

Intermediate

Upper Intermediate

Beginner
Student’s Book Pack

Pre-intermediate
B

A

Advanced

Intermediate
B

A

B

Student’s Book split edition

9786074736434 9786074736458

9786074736496

9786074736441 9786074736342 9786074736366

Student’s Book + Workbook
split edition Pack (with key)

9786685732276 9786685732290

9786685732399

9786685732412 9786685732337 9786685732351

Digital Student’s Book

9786685741476

9786685741490

9786685741506

9786685741513

9786685741520

9786685741582

Digital Student’s Pack + Workbook

9786685743609

9786685743616

9786685743661

9786685743678

9786685743630

9786685743647

Upper-Intermediate
A

B

Advanced
A

B

Student’s Book split edition

9786074736465 9786074736182

9786074736212

9786074736380

Student’s Book + Workbook
split edition Pack (with key)

9786685732450 9786685732474

9786685732191

9786685732214

Digital Student’s Book

9786685741599

9786685741551

9786685741568

9786685741575

Digital Student’s Pack + Workbook

9786685743692

9786685743708

9786685743579

9786685743586
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ADULT

Skillful Second Edition
LIDA BAKER, DAVID BOHLKE, ROBYN BRINKS LOCKWOOD, STEVEN GERSHON, ELLEN
KISSLINGER, EMMA PATHARE, GARY PATHARE, LOUIS ROGERS, LINDSAY WARWICK,
DOROTHY E. ZEMACH

Skillful Second Edition is a 5-level Academic English course
designed for students in university programmes. Its rigorous
step-by-step approach develops language proficiency and
academic skills, helping students perform at their best.
A1

C1

Skillful Second Edition engages and challenges students with interesting and relevant
topics, using fresh, dynamic content and meaningful academic tasks. The material in this
latest edition, enhanced with digital content, encourages learners to study and analyse a
wide range of ideas and problems in order to form and express their own opinions with the
confidence needed to achieve academic success.

• Engaging video from Reuters presents language in a real-world context, encouraging
ideas and debate, introducing key language and vocabulary and stimulating active
listening.
• The improved skills-based tasks and increased pronunciation activities create an even
stronger focus on getting students to clearly and confidently express themselves in
written and spoken English.
• Study Skills training is based on the work of pioneer researcher and expert in the field,
Stella Cottrell, and helps equip students with the skills and techniques to improve their
academic performance.
• The fully-interactive Digital Student’s Book and Online Workbook provide further
practice in and out of the classroom, reinforcing new language.
• Following a shared topic syllabus, the Skillful Second Edition Reading & Writing and
Listening & Speaking books can be combined seamlessly, or used independently.

To find out more about Skillful Second Edition, download free samples at:

macmillanenglish.com/skillful2e

LISTENING & SPEAKING

Foundation

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Premium Student’s Book Pack

9781380010285

9781380010476

9781380010599

9781380010704

9781380010827

Premium Teacher’s Pack

9781380010339

9781380010490

9781380010612

9781380010735

9781380010834

Foundation

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Premium Student’s Book Pack

9781380010346

9781380010537

9781380010650

9781380010766

9781380010889

Premium Teacher’s Pack

9781380010391

9781380010551

9781380010674

9781380010797

9781380010896

READING & WRITING
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ADULT

Breakthrough Plus
2nd Edition
MILES CRAVEN

A1

B2

Breakthrough Plus 2nd Edition builds on Macmillan’s
best-selling series for young adults and adults, adopting a
communication-focused approach to help learners develop
their listening and speaking skills.
The flexible material and pick-and-mix-nature of Breakthrough Plus 2nd Edition is
ideal for mixed-ability classes and encourages students to become confident and fluent
speakers. Authentic, natural language is practised through engaging and relevant tasks,
motivating learners to overcome challenges and apply what they have learnt.

• Focus on communicative activities provides a dynamic and engaging classroom
experience to improve students’ listening and speaking skills.
• Each unit contains Skills Expansion Pages which help teachers meet the needs of all
students, regardless of their current ability or learning speed.
• New Conversation and Exchange Videos now accompany the already existing Expansion
Videos, further enhancing the course aimed at building students’ confidence to
communicate in English.
• Transferable skills, essential for study and work, are developed through the new
Presentation Skills sections which provide practical models that students can adopt and
replicate.
• Teachers can provide a heads-up interactive learning experience through the new and
enhanced Teacher’s Presentation Kit and Resource Centre.

Discover more about Breakthrough Plus 2nd Edition at:

macmillanenglish.com/breakthrough-plus-2e
Intro Level

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

9786685728170

9786685728187

9786685728194

9786685728200

9786685728217

Student’s Book Premium Pack

9781380003287

9781380003089

9781380003133

9781380003188

9781380003232

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack

9781380002037

9781380001672

9781380001764

9781380001863

9781380007421

Student’s Book & Workbook Premium Pack
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For our complete range of Exams titles visit

www.mac-ed.courses/exams
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p48
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p50

A1+

A2

B1

B2

C1

C2

EXAMS

Straight to First
ROY NORRIS, RICHARD STORTON, ZOLTAN REZMUVES

Straight to First is a short, intensive and adaptable course aimed at teenagers
and adults who are studying for the Cambridge B2 First Exam (FCE).
• The course can be extended to over 100 hours or shortened to 40 depending on the needs of the
students and available time.
• Information boxes throughout the Student’s Book offer useful exam tips and guidance.
• The Language Focus sections aim to revise and extend students’ knowledge of the key structures they are
expected to use at this level.
B2

• The Writing Bank at the end of each Student’s Book offers further information and practice, including
relevant writing tasks and example questions.
• A Review section at the end of every other unit provides a detailed summary of topics and skills covered,
giving students an ideal chance to consolidate their knowledge.

Download a free audio sample from:

macmillanenglish.com/straight-to-first
First
Student’s Book with Answers Premium Pack

9780230498136

Student’s Book without Answers Premium Pack

9780230498761

Workbook with Answers Pack

9780230498099

Workbook without Answers Pack

9780230498181

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack

9780230498150

Straight to Advanced
ROY NORRIS, RICHARD STORTON, ZOLTAN REZMUVES

Straight to Advanced is a short, intensive and flexible course designed to
prepare teenage and adult students for the Cambridge C1 Advanced Exam
(CAE).
• The course can be as long as 100 hours or as short as 50, depending on requirements and time available,
making it extremely flexible for any institution or teacher.
C1

• Each of the ten 9-page units analyses and provides practice for at least one part of every exam paper to
ensure complete coverage.
• The online workbook includes comprehensive practice for all parts of listening, writing, reading and use of
English papers as well as additional grammar and vocabulary tasks.
• Self-assessment and progress tracking is made easy by a full answer key to all exercises, including models
for writing and speaking tasks.
• 10 Progress Tests that follow each unit and provide regular updates on learning outcomes and make
progress assessment easy and accurate.

Download a free Progress Test sample at:

macmillanenglish.com/straight-to-advanced
Advanced
Student’s Book with Answers Premium Pack

9781786326645

Student’s Book without Answers Premium Pack

9781786326584

Workbook with Answers Pack

9781786326621

Workbook without Answers Pack

9781786326577

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack

9781786326652
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Ready for First 3rd Edition

Ready for Advanced
3rd Edition

ROY NORRIS, AMANDA FRENCH

ROY NORRIS, AMANDA FRENCH

• The course features unique help boxes, such as
What to expect in the exam, Don’t forget! and
How to go about it providing students with vital
strategies for succeeding in the exam.
B2

• Students will grasp a solid understanding of word
building thanks to Language Focus sections, which
encourage analysis and revision.

• Complete video material for all four parts of the
speaking tests allows students to experience
exam-style tasks first-hand.
C1

• The Presentation Kit with projectable, page-faithful
versions of the Student’s Book, along with embedded
class audio and answer keys, allows for heads-up
teaching and learning.

• An overview of the exam is included to help prepare
students for different aspects of the Advanced test.
• The workbook also contains additional exam-style
listening exercises to give students extra practice
in the classroom or at home.

• The course also contains a complete grammar
syllabus and reference section for the First Exam,
making revision and task-planning easy.

• Teacher’s Presentation Kit for use on interactive
whiteboards or with the projector enables effective
heads-up exam task analysis and practice.

• Teacher training videos from Roy Norris give teachers
a head start and make lesson planning easy.

Student’s Pack with key

9780230440029

Student’s Pack with key + eBook

9781786327574

Student’s Pack without key + eBook

9781786327536

Student’s Pack without key

9781786327581

Workbook with key + Audio CD Pack

9780230440074

Workbook with key + Audio CD Pack

9780230463608

Workbook without key + Audio CD Pack

9780230440067

Workbook without key + Audio CD Pack

9780230463592

Teacher’s Pack + eBook

9781786327550

Teacher’s Pack

9781786327567

Presentation Kit

9780230474819

Presentation Kit

9780230474826

Download free Ready for First samples at:

Download free Ready for Advanced samples at:

macmillanenglish.com/ready-for-first

macmillanenglish.com/ready-for-advanced

Ready for PET

Ready for IELTS
2nd Edition

NICK KENNY, ANNE KELLY

SAM McCARTER

• Ready for PET is a short course which consolidates
students’ knowledge of the language relevant
to the exam and develops their ability to use it
communicatively.
B1

• Students will have the opportunity to consolidate
and reinforce their knowledge through Wordlist
and Grammar references at the back of the
coursebook.

• 6 practice tests for reading, writing and listening
equip students with all the knowledge, skills
and tools they need to face the PET exam with
confidence.
• Clear and relevant exam tips are provided to
students in the Get Ready boxes.
• The Student’s Book with key edition is available
with listening scripts and sample answers to help
students better prepare for specific tasks.
• A full exam breakdown is supplied with detailed
information on the marks available for each
section, allowing students to organise and
structure their learning.

• The Ready For... units offer flexible extra practice
for the four main skills tested in the IELTS exam.

B2

C1

• Students are provided with useful tips and exam
strategy advice in What to expect in the exam, How
to go about it and Don’t Forget! boxes.
• Each unit includes one or more Language Focus
sections which analyse the main grammar areas
that are required for the exam, together with
Vocabulary and Word Building sections.
• Revised Review pages contain language practice in
exam format to help students become confident
with typical exam tasks.
• The Teacher’s Book with at-a-glance teaching
notes includes access codes to the Resource
Centre, reducing lesson preparation time.

Student’s Book with Key + CD-ROM Pack

9780230020719

Class Audio CD (3)

Student’s Book without Key CD-ROM Pack

9780230020733

Student’s Book without key + CD-Rom

9781786328632

Teacher’s Book

9780230020740

Student’s Book with Answers Pack

9781786328625

Audio CDs

9780230020757

Teacher’s Book Premium Pack

9781786328588

Workbook with Key

9780230401037

9780230732216

Discover more about Ready for IELTS 2nd Edition at:

macmillanenglish.com/ready-for-ielts-2e
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Advanced Testbuilder

MARK HARRISON

AMANDA FRENCH

• Self-study and practice can be carried out both
at home and in the classroom thanks to frequent
Further Practice and Guidance sections.

• Candidates can study in the classroom or at home,
using the material as a series of mock exams to help
them prepare for the real exam.

3rd Edition

B2

3rd Edition

• A ‘with key’ version provides model answers
for every section, making self-assessment and
targeted practice easier for students.
• Students are able to practise specific exam
techniques through complete practice tests and
exam-specific exercises.
• Examples within the Writing Paper encourage
students to see the exam through the examiner’s
eyes, giving them invaluable insights and practical
advice.
• The material allows students to analyse their own
mistakes in order to focus on common problem
areas and devise new strategies for success.
Student’s Book with key Pack

9780230476110

C1

EXAMS

First Testbuilder

• A summary of exam content is provided, putting
students in the shoes of the examiners while
highlighting core themes and strategies.
• Invaluable language tips for the Writing and
Speaking papers are offered through the General
Assessment Guide, including practice scripts and
comparative tasks.
• What’s Tested and Tips sections give students
essential insight into what will be expected
of them in the exam, as well as advice for tackling
individual sections.
• Detailed, step-by-step revision is available through
a series of Further Practice and Guidance pages.
Student’s Book with key Pack

9780230476202

For more information on other titles in the Testbuilder series, including KET, PET and TOEFL® please visit:

macmillanenglish.com/testbuilders
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Language Practice Series
MICHAEL VINCE, AMANDA FRENCH, PETER SUNDERLAND

• The easy to follow format and pool of extra resources mean this series is ideal for selfstudy or a classroom setting, with and without key editions available.
• Complex grammar and vocabulary themes have been carefully structured, making them
clear and easy for students to follow.
• The CD-ROMs with Elementary and Intermediate Language Practice provide computerbased practice and exam-style exercises to boost learner confidence and motivation.
A2 C1

• The Grammar Starter Test helps to identify areas for improvement.
• Exam-style activities help students become familiar with typical tasks, testing their
knowledge of vocabulary and grammar during exams.

Elementary
3rd Edition

Intermediate
3rd Edition

9780230726963

9780230727014

–

Student’s Book and extra practice with key pack

–

–

9780230463752

Student’s Book and extra practice with key Pack

9780230463813

Student’s Book with key Pack

First
5th Edition

Advanced
4th Edition

Macmillan English Grammar in Context
SIMON CLARKE, MICHAEL VINCE

Macmillan English Grammar in Context is a three-level
grammar practice series with a difference: cross-curricular
content!

A1 C2

• Regular consolidation units check students’ understanding of the grammar and
vocabulary presented.
• Relevant exam-style exercises for the appropriate level.
• Special focus on word building, collocations and phrasal verbs as well as other problem
areas of grammar.
• New edition now is full colour to engage and enthuse students.
• Available with or without the answer key.

Find out more about Macmillan English Grammar in Context at:

macmillanenglish.com/courses/macmillan-english-grammar-in-context
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Essential

Intermediate

Advanced

With CD-Rom (W/ Key)

9781405070515

9781405071437

9781405070546

With CD-Rom (No-Key)

9781405071468

9781405071444

9781405071482

BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL ENGLISH

Business
English &ESP
For our complete range of Business English & ESP titles visit

	www.mac-ed.courses/business-andprofessional-english

CEFR LEVEL
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BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL ENGLISH

In Company 3.0
MARK POWELL, SIMON CLARKE, JOHN ALLISON, ED PEGG, EDWARD DE CHAZAL

In Company 3.0 is a best-selling, 5-level course trusted by
thousands of teachers worldwide. The skills-based Business
English series, aimed at professional, adult learners seeking
to realise their full potential as speakers of English at work,
delivers immediate and tangible outcomes.
A1+

B2

In Company 3.0 builds on the success of the previous editions, providing enhanced and
updated content and tools that reflect the realities of 21st century professionals and their
workplace. The short, accessible units focus on key business scenarios and demonstrate
the practical application of functional language in business contexts.

• The Starter level is carefully designed to provide students with essential language for
survival and success at work.
• Case study videos such as In Action and Interviews simulate real-life business situations
and showcase global business professionals encouraging fast, contextualized learning.
• Each unit is a fast track to competence in a particular business skill and target language is
selectively introduced, giving students the chance to fully understand it before going on
to tackle fluency activities.
• The Digital Student’s Book and Online Workbook give students the opportunity to
maximise their study time inside and outside the classroom.
• The Teachers’ Resource Centre provides access to additional photocopiable materials,
tests, worksheets as well as audio and video content.

To download a sample of the Teacher’s Book, Student’s Book or Audio files, go to:

macmillanenglish.com/esp-series-for-in-company-3
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Starter

Elementary

Pre-intermediate

Intermediate

Student’s Book Pack

9780230458826

9780230455009

9780230455115

9780230455238

Upper Intermediate

Digital Student’s Book

9786685743210

9786685743203

9786685743227

9786685743234

Teacher’s Book Premium Plus Pack

9781380000354

9781380000361

9781380000378

9781380000385

9781380000392

Class Audio CD

9780230454927

9780230455054

9780230455160

9780230455283

9780230455405

9780230455351
9786685743241

JOHN ALLISON, JEREMY TOWNEND, PAUL EMMERSON, RACHEL APPLEBY, EDWARD DE
CHAZAL

Based on the success of the original edition, The Business 2.0,
provides students who are preparing for future employment
with the language and business skills they need to succeed in
the competitive international business environment.
B1

C1

• Each level starts with the About Business section, offering an overview of key business
concepts, to help introduce information and language for the subject area using key
topics like economics, organisation and CV writing.
• Specially formulated speaking tasks and case studies help students build their
confidence to communicate and develop interpersonal skills.

BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL ENGLISH

The Business 2.0

• The case studies provide authentic, problem-solving situations, like those encountered
in real business environments, allowing students to apply all language, skills and ideas
they learnt.
• Relevant and interesting reading texts challenge students and provide context for the
presentations of new language, as well as opportunities for discussion.
• Transparent business links in each module present core business topics such as
international trade, finance, sales and marketing and personal development.
For more information, please visit:

macmillanenglish.com/the-business-2

Pre-intermediate

Intermediate

Upper Intermediate

Advanced

Student’s Book Pack

9780230437814

9780230437890

9780230437975

9780230438057

Teacher’s Book Pack

9780230437845

9780230437920

9780230438002

9780230438088

Class Audio CD

9780230437852

9780230437937

9780230438019

9780230438095
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BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL ENGLISH

Get Ready for
International Business
ANDREW VAUGHAN, DOROTHY E. ZEMACH

Get Ready for International Business is a two-level speaking
and listening course designed for pre-professional university
or college students, or students who are about to embark on
their professional careers.
A2

B1

• The 12 topic and function-focused units guide students through a series of motivating,
student-centred activities to build their skills and confidence to communicate
successfully in the global business world.
• Listening exercises and the cross-cultural Viewpoints sections expose students to a
variety of accents and a range of people talking about different aspects of business as
well as culture.
• In Business case studies create a realistic practice environment, providing additional
practice for those exams which test the everyday English skills of people working in an
international environment.
• TOIEC® or BEC exam preparation and practice are available via the Student’s Book,
giving learners everything they need to plan for success.

For more information, please visit:

macmillanenglish.com/get-ready-for-international-business
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Level 1

Level 2

Student’s Book [BEC]

9780230447868

9780230447905

Student’s Book [TOEIC]

9780230433250

9780230447912

Teacher’s Pack

9780230447875

9780230447929

Class Audio CD [BEC]

9780230447882

9780230447936

Class Audio CD [TOEIC]

9780230447899

9780230447943

Aviation English

HENRY EMERY, ANDY ROBERTS

HENRY EMERY, ANDY ROBERTS

• Topics prepare students for potential real-life
challenges as they cover industry situations such
as fuel problems, aircraft breakdowns, bomb
scares, dangerous goods, collisions, passenger
problems and storms.

• The Student’s Book contains extensive group
based speaking activities to add context and build
confidence with using new vocabulary.

• All extracts are authentic and reliable, checked
and verified by Oxford Aviation Academy.
• Listening exercises are relevant and include radiotelephony exchanges and different work-based
scenarios all of which are supported by extra features
on the audio CD, such as recorded model answers.
• Progress is easily monitored and assessed via
tests that review topics and language after every
five units and general practice tests at the end
of the book.
Book

9780230402072

A2 B1

• Interactive simulations, detailed pronunciation
and extra listening tasks are included in an
accompanying CD-ROM.
• Macmillan English Dictionary Pronunciation allows
students to hear every word in the dictionary
in both British and American recordings to aid with
word identification and pronunciation.
• Detailed teacher notes, answer keys and listening
scripts are included in the Teacher’s Book, together
with background aviation information for teachers
less familiar with the subject matter.
Student‘s Books, CD-ROM and
Dictionary CD-ROM Pack

9780230027572

Teacher’s Book

9780230027589

Class CDs (x2)

9780230027596

BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL ENGLISH

A2 B1

Check Your Aviation English

Visit www.macmillanenglish.com/our-catalogue
for complete component pack information

Networking in English
BARNEY BARRETT, PETE SHARMA
• All language is contextualised for learners via the six
characters that appear throughout the course who
present a range of voices and personality types.
• The Needs Analysis for students at the beginning
of the book identifies areas of individual focus.
A2 B2

• Review sections and word lists consolidate the lexical
input that is important in conversational English.
• Students learn how to confidently converse
in a natural and casual manner through the
cultural and networking tips provided as extra
support and background information.
• My Social Planner enables students to store
the phrases and vocabulary most relevant to them.
Book

9780230732506

To access samples, go to

macmillanenglish.com/catalogue/courses/business-english
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BILINGUAL OFFER
Our bilingual offer guides students along the educational journey,
preparing them to become active members of a global society in
the years to come.

ByME Primary
Since 2013, our team of subject specialists, authors, teachers
and bilingual enthusiasts have been working hard to make
ByME a reference in the world of bilingual education.

PRIMARY

ByME Primary works with you, the teachers, to innovate and bring you the highest quality
content for both inside and outside of the classroom, with digital resources that are
available when and where you need them, flexible projects that help prepare your learners
for life in the 21st century, skills for developing their emotional intelligence (including
assessing their own performance, making them more resilient), language support that
provides them with the tools to communicate effectively.

ByME Secondary
ByME Secondary follows a successful ByME Primary Project
and makes the students’ transition to Secondary Education
easier.

SECONDARY
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ByME methodology nourishes students’ curiosity, while encouraging them to ask
questions and use their critical thinking skills to solve problems. ByME Secondary will give
students a sound level of Scientific Literacy and guide them through the scientific method.

The sky’s the limit! Take your students’ learning to new
heights with Learning Landscape, a new bilingual multiplesubject primary series with a unique vision.

PRIMARY

PRIMARY

Rising to the challenges of the modern globalized world, this future-facing collection
offers students not only language improvement, but a landscape of possibilities: Natural
Science, Social Science and Arts units were carefully created to provide both international
perspectives and meet the Brazilian Common Core standards.
Learning Landscape elevates students and gives them the best possible vantage point for
seeing their world and fulfilling their potential.

Max Maths Primary –
A Singapore Approach

Max Science Primary –
Discovering through Enquiry

STAGES 1 – 6 | AGES 5 – 11

STAGES 1 – 6 | AGES 5 – 11

Max Maths primary, A Singapore Approach is highly
effective methodology for teaching maths, based on
evidence and research, where all pupils succeed.

Max Science primary, Discovering through Enquiry is
an engaging and effective scheme based on the most
successful teaching methodologies used in world
science today.

The complete course is 100% matched to the
Cambridge Primary Maths curriculum framework and
can be used flexibly to map to other curriculums.

PRIMARY

There is full English language support across all the
resources to give confidence to teachers and learners
whose first language may not be English.

The complete course is 100% matched to the
Cambridge Primary Science curriculum framework
and can be used flexibly to map to other curriculums.
There is full English language support across all the
resources to give confidence to teachers and learners
whose first language may not be English.

Engaging illustrations and characters add interest to
young learners

Written by a highly skilled and knowledgeable author
team with considerable experience in writing
best-selling science courses.

Specifically for teachers who wish to develop a
greater understanding of why Asian Maths is so
successful, the course is supported by a free MOOC,
written by leading Asian Maths experts at the
University of Southampton.

NEW

BILINGUAL OFFER

NEW

Learning Landscape

Snappy Sounds

bMaker

FOUNDATION – STAGE 1

bMaker brings all technology competences to
the classroom in a simple, creative and flexible
way. Students go from being technology users to
technology creators, all while boosting their creativity,
developing skills such as teamwork and problemsolving, improving their academic achievement and
preparing for their future in a fun and inspiring way.
Using the STEAM philosophy and project-based
cooperative learning, students acquire knowledge and
have fun learning.

A simple and speedy way to teach phonics. Each book
practices sounds and letters taught during the week,
and contain no ‘content words’. This means learners
have the knowledge and skills to read every book they
are given and can be sharing these books at the end
of Week 1. 40 Foundation level decodable readers
and 40 Year 1 readers are available. Supported by a
teaching kit that ensures minimal preparation for a
snappy and effective teaching routine.

SECONDARY

Check out our Bilingual Catalogue to see the complete offer.
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NILE-Macmillan
Education
Courses
NILE is a world-leading centre of excellence in the
provision of teacher development courses, supporting
English language teachers and trainers at every stage
of their ELT careers.
NILE and Macmillan Education have collaborated
to bring teachers a jointly developed programme of
online courses by combining NILE's expertise in teacher
development courses with the Macmillan Education
commitment to quality teaching resources.

Teaching through English:
Primary Maths and Science
Practical Language for Teaching: Primary
Practical Language for Teaching: Secondary
These six-week online courses are for teachers who
wish to improve their own English language use
in the classroom and learn practical tips and
techniques for making their communicative
language teaching more effective.
The courses use examples from NILE’s expert
tutors and videos from real classrooms to bring
learning to life. There are also many opportunities
to share ideas and experiences with teachers
from all over the world.

This eight-week online course is designed specifically
for teachers in international or English-medium
schools in countries where English is not the first
language. Teachers will develop confidence and
skills for delivering maths and science ideas and
concepts in English to achieve the best learning
outcomes for students.
Comprising eight modules, the training programme
can be delivered flexibly with tutored and non-tutored
pathways, as well as bespoke face-to-face options.
Find out about exclusive offers available
and get
promotional
code at code
Get
youryour
exclusive
promotional

help.macmillaneducation.com

TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The New A–Z of ELT
SCOTT THORNBURY

A new edition of Scott Thornbury’s definitive practical guide to ELT,
which teachers and teacher trainers of all levels of experience have found
indispensable. Revised and restructured to take the latest developments in
language learning into account, The New A–Z of ELT defines and explains
essential language teaching concepts and terminology from different fields.
The alphabetically-arranged entries provide concise summaries of the major
issues in ELT, debates associated with each concept and their practical
implications.
• Covers all the key terms used in ELT, including explanations of common acronyms.
• Describes language teaching techniques, methods and theories, as well as ways to teach common
language points.
• Includes cross references to interrelated concepts, an index and further reading.
• The flexible format provides the right amount of support to both new and more experienced teachers,
helping them gain a wider-ranging understanding of topics.
• Mapped to the Eaquals Teacher Training and Development Framework, phases 1-3.

For more details see our website:

macmillanenglish.com

Print

9781786327888

Sound Foundations
ADRIAN UNDERHILL

Whether you are teaching full pronunciation courses or you would simply
like to improve the quality of your work on teaching pronunciation, Sound
Foundations is a teachers’ favourite the world over. It is an ideal introduction to
the English phonological system and an invaluable resource for anyone involved
in teaching pronunciation, offering information on pronunciation systems as
well as practical activities which can be used in pronunciation classes or regular
lessons.
• Concise coverage of the English phonological system describing how sounds are produced.
• Creative classroom activities for enjoyable practice.
• Audio CD contains clearly recorded examples of the sounds described in the book.

An award-winning app based on Adrian Underhill’s Sound Foundations
phonemic chart. See sample at:

macmillaneducationapps.com/soundspron

Print
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9781405064101

JIM SCRIVENER

Whether you are just starting on your teaching career, in training, or are a
practising, experienced ELT teacher, this book is one of the best professional
development investments you can make.
The no-nonsense approach of Learning Teaching and its pick-up-and-teach
format have made it one of the most successful guides to English language
teaching since it was first published. Teachers the world over, at all levels of
experience, have found it an invaluable teaching text.
• Sections on CLIL, young learners and teaching exam classes to broaden your skills.
• Video demonstrations by experienced teachers using common teaching techniques give you practical
insights into the teaching world.
• Teacher’s DVD-ROM includes photocopiable worksheets of activities and observation tasks to make your
classes more dynamic.

TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Learning Teaching Third Edition

• Mapped to the Eaquals Teacher Training and Development Framework, phases 1-3.

For more details see our website:

macmillanenglish.com
Print

9780230729841

Teaching English Grammar
JIM SCRIVENER

Need to prepare and deliver effective grammar lessons?
Jim Scrivener’s award-winning text on grammar methodology is the essential
guide for both newly-qualified and experienced teachers.
Combining comprehensive grammar references with relevant ready-to-use
ideas and techniques, as well as practical teaching advice, Teaching English
Grammar helps teachers to both understand the grammar points and to present
them clearly.
• Provides clear explanations of key grammatical structures using concept questions, timelines and other
useful teaching insights and tips to help teachers prepare easy-to-implement and engaging lessons.
• Highlights common errors so that teachers can anticipate likely problems their students might face.
• Contains easy-to-reproduce situational presentations with pictures and diagrams which make presenting
language easier.
• Mapped to the Eaquals Teacher Training and Development Framework.

For more details see our website:

macmillanenglish.com
Print

9780230723214
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TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Beyond the Sentence

Uncovering Grammar

SCOTT THORNBURY

SCOTT THORNBURY

• Introduces discourse and text analysis in a
straightforward way, and suggests ways to
evaluate learners’ texts in more constructive ways.

• Challenges the traditional view of grammar as a
thing to be learned, suggesting it is a process that
emerges.

• Takes discourse apart to show how it is organised
and how this aids communication.

• Shows how to create the right conditions for
students to uncover grammar.

• Examines the features that make spoken and
written text coherent.

• Suggests ways of creating awareness-raising tasks
to help students acquire grammar, using extracts
from real classroom exchanges, authentic texts
and language-teaching texts to demonstrate the
theory.

• Suggests ways to help students work at the level
of the text, backed up by practical, fun activities
including ready-to-use photocopiable tasks.

• Provides a wide range of practical ideas, activities
and photocopiable resources for classroom use.

9781405064071

9781405080064

700 Classroom Activities
DAVID SEYMOUR, MARIA POPOVA
• Provides a huge and instant repertoire of teaching
ideas – ready to use straight from the page with
searchable index.
• Includes both classroom classics and a wealth of
new activities across a range of levels.
• Discover new activities and ways to adapt some
firm favourites.
• Includes projects for students to do for homework
or during holidays.
Print

9781405080019

500 Activities for the Primary
Classroom
CAROL READ
Carol Read’s award-winning resource book of
activities and ideas for teaching English to young
learners includes:
• Easy-to-search sections, grouped according to
activity type, e.g. storytelling and drama, art and
craft, reading and writing, etc.
• A huge range of lively, fun and easy-to-teach
activities with minimal or no extra resources
required, making them accessible to all students.
• Methodological support to guide teachers who are
new to teaching young learners, or non-language
specialists.
Print

400 Ideas for Interactive
Whiteboards
PETE SHARMA, BARNEY BARRETT, FRANCIS JONES
• Provides a wealth of resources including practical
ideas for using common programs and software.
• Includes suggestions for project work, ‘learning
to learn’ activities and ‘the connected classroom’
as well as ways to create specifically tailored
resources for teachers with higher levels of
expertise.
• Explores common problems and issues around
using technology in the classroom.
Print

9780230417649

For more information, visit:

www.macmillanenglish.com
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9781405099073

Discover English

CHRISTINE NUTTALL

• Focuses on the process of language analysis –
a key skill for language teachers and teacher
trainers of all levels of experience.

• Examines ways to help students become effective
readers in a foreign language, suggesting strategic
ways to develop reading skills.
• Contains a wide range of ideas and classroom
activities, along with four sample lesson plans
which demonstrate how the various approaches
can be incorporated into a single lesson.
• Ideal for exam and EAP (English for Academic
Purposes) contexts.
• Includes a chapter on testing reading skills.

ROD BOLITHO, BRIAN TOMLINSON

• Provides ways of analysing and understanding
language systems through exercises and
commentaries.
• Suggests motivating and practical activities which
lead to meaningful learning as well as providing
training in using reference material.
• Mapped to the Eaquals Teacher Training and
Development Framework.
9781405080033

9781405080057

Uncovering EAP

Children Learning English

SAM MCCARTER, PHIL JAKES

JAYNE MOON

• A valuable companion for English for Academic
Purposes (EAP) teachers, whether they are newlyqualified or experienced.

• Provides insight into the special characteristics,
abilities and attitudes children bring to the
classroom.

• Explains the processes for teaching academic
reading and writing through concise theoretical
overviews.

• Reveals the exceptional features of teaching young
learners, offering an inspiring read and a practical
guide.

• Includes a range of practical worksheets and
activities, and material to prepare students for the
IELTS exam.

• Encourages reflection on how teachers can learn
from children and how this information can be
used in planning lessons and activities.

• Provides case study examples of real-life
challenges faced by EAP teachers.

• Suggests how to adapt ideas and frameworks to
motivate young minds.

Print

9780230723221

TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Teaching Reading Skills
in a Foreign Language

9781405080026

Uncovering CLIL
PEETER MEHISTO, DAVID MARSH,
MARÍA JESÚS FRIGOLS
• A must-have guide to the various methodologies
and techniques involved in CLIL teaching for both
language and subject teachers.
• Presents a broad overview of CLIL essentials for
teachers at primary, secondary and vocational
levels.
• Contains a wide range of practical ideas and
activities that can be used for CLIL teaching in
a number of languages.
• Highly Commended recognition from the ESU
English Language Awards.
Print

9780230027190

For more information, visit:

www.macmillanenglish.com
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